Exercise order affects the total training volume and the ratings of perceived exertion in response to a super-set resistance training session
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Abstract: The super-set is a widely used resistance training method consisting of exercises for agonist and antagonist muscles with limited or no rest interval between them – for example, bench press followed by bent-over rows. In this sense, the aim of the present study was to compare the effects of different super-set exercise sequences on the total training volume. A secondary aim was to evaluate the ratings of perceived exertion and fatigue index in response to different exercise order. On separate testing days, twelve resistance-trained men, aged 23.0 ± 4.3 years, height 174.8 ± 6.75 cm, body mass 77.8 ± 13.27 kg, body fat 12.0% ± 4.7%, were submitted to a super-set method by using two different exercise orders: quadriceps (leg extension) + hamstrings (leg curl) (QH) or hamstrings (leg curl) + quadriceps (leg extension) (HQ). Sessions consisted of three sets with a ten-repetition maximum load with 90 seconds rest between sets. Results revealed that the total training volume was higher for the HQ exercise order (P = 0.02) with lower perceived exertion than the inverse order (P = 0.04). These results suggest that HQ exercise order involving lower limbs may benefit practitioners interested in reaching a higher total training volume with lower ratings of perceived exertion compared with the leg extension plus leg curl order.
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Introduction
Muscle strength has an important influence on functional abilities, such as walking, stair climbing, and daily activities, as well as positive association with sports performance,1 longevity, and quality of life.2–4 Nevertheless, the progression of resistance training relies on the interplay between volume, intensity and training methods.

The super-set is a widely used method consisting of exercises for agonist and antagonist muscles with limited or no rest interval between them – for example, bench press followed by lateral pull-down.5 This training strategy has been recently mentioned by the American College of Sports Medicine1 as one in which the strength and power of the upper body can be optimized with agonist and antagonist exercises.6,7 However, Maynard and Ebben8 found a decrease in lower limb torque and electromyography with antagonist prefatigue. Alternatively, Kaminura and Takenaka9 showed that the preactivation of the hamstrings (antagonist muscles) resulted in improved torque of the quadriceps (agonist muscles) in the isokinetic equipment.

Thus, results regarding the effects of previous studies are rather controversial and require further investigation.10 Several studies have used isokinetic equipment, but the comparison with usual free weights and machines used in gyms and training facilities
is difficult. Although previous studies have tested the super-set method as an exercise protocol to evaluate torque and power, no study has analyzed the effects of altering muscle-use order during super-sets for the lower limbs with typical isoinertial resistance training machines.

Furthermore, related findings have been equivocal regarding exercise sequence and training volume. For example, Sforzo and Touey found that total training volume is superior when training is initiated with large muscle groups followed by small muscle groups. However, other studies reported either no differences in training volume, regardless of the exercise order, when using the pre-exhaustion method or found that a higher volume of training could be performed when small muscle groups were used first. This reinforces the idea that exercise order in super-set method will affect training volume.

Therefore, the primary aim of the present study was to compare the effect of the super-set method performed in different muscle orders on the total training volume. A secondary aim was to evaluate the ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) in response to different exercise order by using the OMNI scale (OMNI-Resistance Exercise Scale – OMNI-RES; 0 = resting condition, 10 = maximum effort). The initial hypothesis was that in the exercise order hamstrings + quadriceps (HQ) the total training volume would be higher and the RPE lower than the inverse order quadriceps + hamstrings (QH).

Methods
Experimental approach
Twelve trained men participated in this study and visited the laboratory on five occasions. The subjects participated in a familiarization session as well as a ten-repetition maximum (RM) test on two different days separated by 48–72 hours to guarantee test re-test reliability. The same individuals were randomly submitted to a super-set method using two different exercise orders: QH or HQ separated by 48–72 hours. In the super-set method used in the present study, two exercises (agonist and antagonist) were executed with no rest interval between them. The dependent variables were the total training volume and the RPE. The independent variables were the two different exercise orders: QH and HQ.

Subjects
Twelve men aged 23.0 ± 4.3 years, height 174.8 ± 6.75 cm, body mass 77.8 ± 13.27 kg, body fat 12.0% ± 4.7%, participated in the study. Subjects had a minimum 6 months of previous experience with resistance training and trained 2–4 times per week using loads of 6–15 RM in sessions lasting up to 45–60 minutes. According to the American College of Sports Medicine, therefore, the individuals were considered “trained.” Exclusion criteria included: use of ergogenic supplements, steroid hormones, medications, and the presence of any type of cardiopulmonary disease or orthopedic limitation. Information regarding the benefits, risks, and nature of the study were provided. The subjects were advised to refrain from ingesting caffeine and alcohol for 24 hours before all tests, avoid any strenuous exercise in the 48-hours before the experimental sessions, and to maintain their normal daily diet during the study, according to the authors’ previous study. Before data collection, volunteers completed the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire and signed an informed consent document approved by the Euro-American University Center Research Ethics Committee for Humans (Protocol no. 056/2009).

Strength testing
A familiarization session was carefully performed to allow for correct execution of the leg extension and leg curl exercise technique. After 48–72 hours, the 10 RM test was performed on two different days separated by 48–72 hours to guarantee optimal test retest reliability. Before the initiation of the 10 RM test, a warm-up of two sets with submaximal loads for each exercise was allowed. After a rest interval of 2–4 minutes, individuals performed the first attempt and the load was increased until the determination of the 10 RM. No more than five attempts were used to determine the 10 RM for leg extension and leg curl in isoinertial machines (Leg Extension, SL153: quadriceps and seated leg curl, SL160: biceps femoris and calf; Johnson Health Technologies Inc, Taichung Hsien, Taiwan). The 10 RM tests were randomly chosen and a minimal 10-minute rest interval was allowed between the tests.

Briefly, to minimize error, the following strategies were adopted: standardized instructions concerning the testing procedure were given to the participants before the test; participants received standardized instructions about exercise technique; body position was held constant; and verbal encouragement was provided during the testing procedure. The detailed description of the initial position and concentric phase of each exercise is presented below. The eccentric action of both exercises was performed after the final phase of the concentric action.

- Leg extension: seated position in the machine with 90° knee flexion and arms positioned toward the body by holding the fixed device support; the concentric phase was performed from the initial position until full knee extension.
• Leg curl: seated position with 180° knee flexion and arms positioned toward the body by holding the fixed device support; the concentric phase was performed from the initial position until 90° knee flexion was achieved.

Super-set training session
Two days after the 10 RM tests, the super-set training sessions were randomly performed with 48–72 h of rest interval between them: the QH super-set session (= leg extension + leg curl order) and the HQ session (= leg curl + leg extension order). Before initiation of the super-set sessions, a warm-up of two sets of twelve repetitions at 40% of 10 RM was allowed with a 90-second rest interval after them. Subjects performed three sets until voluntary concentric failure with 10 RM loads and a rest interval of 90 seconds between sets. RPE was verified with the OMNI scale designed for resistance training immediately after each set in both exercise orders.11 No attempt was made to control the movement velocity during each repetition of the exercises.12 All sessions were supervised individually by an experienced resistance-training professional.

Total training volume calculation
The calculation of the total training volume for each exercise order was made by using the following equation: training volume 1 + training volume 2 + training volume 3. The training volume was calculated as: number of repetitions × load. The fatigue index, commonly defined as the drop in strength and power during a training session, was estimated for each exercise in both orders using the formula proposed by Dipla et al19. FI = (third set/first set) × 100; where a higher percentage value (%) indicates a superior fatigue resistance.

Statistical analysis
Reliability of the 10 RM tests was accessed by the intraclass correlation test and the values were 0.91 and 0.93 for the leg extension and leg curl, respectively. The Shapiro–Wilk normality test and a homoscedasticity test (Bartlett’s criterion) were used to test the normal distribution of the data. All variables presented a normal distribution and homoscedasticity. The comparison between both super-set exercise orders (QH and HQ) in each set was accessed by the two-entries analysis of variance test (orders × sets). The Bonferroni post hoc test was applied where indicated by an analysis of variance. To verify the differences in the total training volume and RPE between QH and HQ exercise orders, the unpaired Student’s t-test and Wilcoxon test were used, respectively. In all calculations, the alpha level was set at \( P \leq 0.05 \). SPSS for Windows (v 16.0; SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL) was used for all analyses. The effect size was calculated according the classification proposed by Rhea20 for trained individuals (<0.35 = insignificant, 0.35–0.80 = small, 0.50–1.50 = moderate, >1.5 = high).

Results
Table 1 presents the values of training volume performed in each set and the total training volume for all three sets for both exercise orders. Training volume was significantly lower for the second and third sets compared with the first set for both QH and HQ order. Additionally, in the second and third sets of QH, training volume was lower than in the second and third sets of HQ order. Regarding the total training volume, the values were lower in the QH order compared with the HQ (\( P = 0.02 \)) (Table 1 and Figure 1). Conversely, RPE was higher in the HQ order compared with HQ order (\( P = 0.04 \)) (Figure 2). Table 2 presents effect sizes for the three sets and for the total training volume. Results revealed a superior moderate effect size in set 2 and 3, and total training volume for the HQ super-set order compared with the QH order.

Discussion
The main findings of the present study revealed that when a super-set method was initiated with the HQ order (leg curl + leg extension) an increased total training volume could be achieved with a lower RPE compared with the QH order (leg extension + leg curl). Considering this, the initial hypothesis is confirmed, since, in the leg curl preceding order, individuals presented a higher muscle performance.

It has been proposed that a preceding stimulation of the antagonist flexor muscle and its superior effect on the total training volume can be mediated by neural adjustment.

Table 1 Total volume completed in each set and fatigue index for both super-set exercise orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
<th>Fatigue index (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QH</td>
<td>2126.83 ± 347.85</td>
<td>1307.67 ± 277.35*</td>
<td>923.67 ± 298.96*</td>
<td>44.00 ± 14.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ</td>
<td>2298.42 ± 475.94</td>
<td>1583.50 ± 321.63*</td>
<td>1226.33 ± 325.09**</td>
<td>54.50 ± 15.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values are means ± standard deviation of the mean. *Statistically significant difference from set 1; **statistically significant different from set 2 (\( P = 0.05 \)).

Abbreviations: QH, quadriceps (leg extension) + hamstrings (leg curl) super-set exercise order; HQ, hamstrings (leg curl) + quadriceps (leg extension) super-set exercise order.
A standard isokinetic fatigue test. Thus, the decrease in the triceps near full knee extension. However, it has been shown that tibial rotation induced by the contractile forces of the quadriceps could counteract the anterior tibial shear and excessive internal tibial rotation. Changes in agonist (knee extensor) muscle force-generation capacity rather than an altered moment of force exerted by the antagonist (hamstrings). Nevertheless, the exact neural mechanisms of flexor antagonist stimulation prior to knee extension remain to be elucidated in future studies.

The limitations of the present study are that no electromyographic measures were made and the small, male-only, sample, which may limit the external validity of these findings.

An interesting feature of the present study is the use of conventional resistance training machines, since only a few studies using isokinetic devices investigated the effect of a super-set method involving the interchange between agonist and antagonist muscles of the lower limb. Although little has been reported on this phenomenon, it is known that exercise order can acutely affect muscle strength. Baker and Newton showed that muscle and power were increased by the previous use of the antagonist muscle for the upper body, highlighting the benefits of the super-set method for the upper body. However, when isokinetic equipment was used, the pre-fatigue of the antagonist muscle resulted in a reduced torque of the quadriceps at 60°.s⁻¹, suggesting a limitation of the super-set method for the lower body.

Alternatively, the results of the present study revealed that the super-set method was more effective for the total training volume by using the pre-activation of the hamstrings (leg curl) compared with the order that was initiated with the quadriceps (leg extension). The calculation of the effect size reinforced the above mentioned results with a moderate effect (between 0.50 and 1.50) favoring the HQ order. These results are different from those studies that used isokinetic machines, which are not commonly used in the daily practice of resistance training. In this sense, adding to the benefits of the super-set method on energy expenditure and time optimization in a resistance training session, this method can be effective in increasing total training volume when leg curl precedes leg extension. Kraemer and Ratamess indicated that total training volume is an important variable in muscle hypertrophy.

Another interesting result was that the RPE was lower in the leg curl + leg extension order. The use of the leg extension...
(quadriceps) first will exacerbate the RPE in a super-set method compared with the inverted order. It has been shown that the RPE can change with different resistance training volume.\(^{25,26}\) However, these explanations are rather speculative and require further investigation. The interchange between agonist and antagonist muscles possible when using a super-set method with conventional resistance training equipment is a promising area of research for investigators and resistance training professionals. Future studies using the super-set method should be carried out with acute and chronic designs and different exercise orders in different muscle groups and individuals, analyzing muscle hypertrophy, strength, and hormonal response, and with the use of electromyography.
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